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assets‥and‥ is‥not‥exaggeration‥even‥ if‥ it‥ is‥said‥ that‥ it‥ is‥only‥
an‥aim.‥The‥reason‥is‥because‥it‥ is‥a‥vision‥and‥a‥plan‥without‥




which‥ is‥going‥ to‥stimulate‥ it‥ jointly‥ including‥administration,‥
a‥citizen,‥ the‥NPO.‥For‥ the‥plan‥development‥with‥ the‥effect,‥












associated‥ section‥ as‥ the‥plan‥ that‥ had‥proof‥ budgetary‥ as‥
business‥ to‥realize‥strategic‥policy‥and‥ it‥of‥ the‥ local‥ survivor‥
in‥ future.‥ I‥ recognize‥ that‥ it‥ is‥ concrete‥ technique‥ to‥ realize‥
future‥purpose‥and‥it‥with‥the‥plan‥some‥other‥time‥and‥should‥
demand‥a‥change‥from‥“a‥plan‥to‥utilize”.
